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DESCRIPTION

A rarely available ground floor apartment offering generous living space within

this purpose built block of apartments. The well maintained communal area

provides access to the apartment, which in turn offers the successful purchaser

a host of both modern and practical features including good storage, a bay

windowed lounge and a fully fitted kitchen.

The principal accommodation comprises

* Welcoming reception hallway.

* Well proportioned lounge with adequate space for a small dining table and

chairs if required.

* Master and guest bedroom with fitted wardrobe's.

* Fitted kitchen with a range of appliances.

* Modern bathroom with shower over the bath.

* Communal gardens and plenty of residents and visitor parking bays.

In addition the property offers double glazing and an electric wall mounted

heating system.

Viewing is going to be essential to fully appreciate the level of accommodation

on offer along with its location and close proximity to both St John's Hospital

and Livingston's award winning Shopping Centre.
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Floorplan unavailable



Whilst these particulars have been carefully prepared and are believed to be correct, their accuracy is not guaranteed and should not form the basis of any contract to follow hereon. The measurements provided are approximate and have been taken

using a laser measure and therefore, may be subject to a margin of error. The measurements have been chosen to indicate only the general size and shape of each room. Detailed measurements ought to be taken by the purchaser.

The mention of any appliances and/or services within these sales particulars does not imply that they are in full and efficient working order.
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Livingston:

LOCATION

Livingston offers a superb selection of amenities with supermarkets, a cinema, bars,

restaurants, sport and leisure facilities, banks, building societies and professional

services. The town also boasts a fantastic array of shops from high street favourites to

local retailers, as well as the Livingston Designer Outlet. The town is ideal for

commuters with excellent links to the M8 motorway to Glasgow and Edinburgh, as well

as frequent trains and buses running to these cities and surrounding towns. Livingston

has excellent nursery, primary and secondary schools as well as West Lothian College.
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